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MEDICAL

RESIDENT MAXIMUM HOUR

REGULATIONs:o OVERCOMING INSTITUTIONAL

RESISTANCE FOR REAL REFORM
I. Introduction
T'he Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education (ACGME ), an institution "responsible
for the [a]ccreditation of post-MD medical training
programs within the United States," ifaced rising
pressure in 2001 to address the long hours worked by
medical residents. Public concern for patient safety and
residents' attempts to invite government intervention
forced ACGME to respond. ACGME convened a work
group to address medical resident duty hours and issued
a report the following year which recommended that
hospitals restrict the long hours that medical residents
worked.' These measures were implemented on July
1, 2003, negating the need for federal intervention.
T'he graduate medical education community waited to
observe the manner in which new restrictions would
be implemented.
Since then, however, the ACGME standards have
fallen short of their goal to bring resident duty hours
down to a level that is sale for resident physicians
and their patients. ACGME_'s sell-regulation only
forestalled discussion fora fxew years. Non-compliance,
underreporting, and other weaknesses of their approach
have renewed the controversy and calls for external
regulation.) Federal legislation was reintroduced two
years after the ACGME regulations took effect, and
several states have also taken steps to regulate resident
hours.' The task is not straightforward, however, as
regulators must address both institutional resistance to
an cutbacks and understaffing caused by restricting
hours. Current proposals do not meet this need.
This article makes the case for a new alternative to
ACGME's regulation of resident duty hours, arguing
for incentives to overcome stubborn internal resistance.
Section II provides background information on the
issues involved, including the role of residents in
medical education, the history of long work hours, and
the dangers posed by such extended hours. Section III
details the history leading up to AC(GME 's decision
to assume the regulator's role for itself, including

legislation passed in New York State and residents'
non-legislative efforts to reduce the number of hours
worked. Section IV addresses the shortcomings
of the current regulatory systems, focusing on the
current ACGME standards. Section V examines state
and federal legislation which has been offered as an
alternative to the ACGME standards. Finally, Section
VI recommends changes which will reduce resident
work hours while avoiding the shortcomings of current
proposals.

II. Background Resident
Dulty Hours
Unsurprisingly, it is no secret that hospital residents
routinely work long hours. While popular television
shows glamorize the lives of residents, the reality of
their excessive schedules is far from glamorous. ITheir
chronic sleep deprivation endangers both themselves
and their patients. Nevertheless., the educational culture
embraces its tradition of long hours, and stubbornly
resists change.
A. The Role of Residents in
Medical Education
Medical residencies play a vital and important role in
graduate medical education. After completing their
four-year MD programs, aspiring doctors complete a
multi-year residency, choosing a specialty and learning
the practice of medicine hands-on.8 These years are
viewed as some of the most formative and essential in
a physician's training.
i. History and Development of Residency
T he modem residency program has developed over
the last century to become an integral part of graduate
medical education. In 1893,. Johns Hopkins University
built and operated a hospital as part of its program
in medical education.) There, "the term 'residency'
was first used to describe advanced specialty training
following an internship."o This program became the
American model, as graduate medical education shifted
away Ironm a sy stem of apprenticeships to a hospitalcentered learning process.ii lDr. Kenneth M. Ludmerer
desciibes the cieation ol the modern internship and
iesidency in the early 1900s:
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Even a superior experience in medical school could no longer prepare a
person for private practice. Accordingly, a period of hospital education
following graduation - the "internship" - became standard for every
physician. In addition, further training was necessary for those who
wished to enter specialty practice or pursue academic careers. For
those purposes the "residency"a several-year hospital experience
following internship - beccame the accepted vehicle."
These "house-stall" physicians, or "house officers," were referred to as
residents because they actually lived in the hospital and, thus, were always
available. They "lived, worked., and slept in the hospital in order to follow
the evolution of the illnesses of patients who were hospitalized for extended
periods."II This "complete immersion" was seen as the best way for doctors
to learn the craft.14

In contrast, the 2003 ACGME proposal limits residents to 80 duty hours
per week, averaged over a four-week period, but certain programs may
petition to increase to 88 hours per week. Residents must have one free day
per week and cannot be on-call more often than every third night. These
limits are also averaged over a four-week period. The proposals also restrict
shifts to 24 hours, with tip to 6 hours allowed for transfer and debriefing.
Residents must be given 10 hours off between shifts. Finally, if a resident
is called from home, any time spent in the hospital counts towards their
linit.

As an additional note on terminology, the first year of residency is often
called an internship, though ACGME no longer recognizes this distinction
and considers all post-graduate training programs to be residencies.
Nevertheless, first-year residents are still often called interns.
ii. Residents are Placed Through the Match Program

E ach spring, graduating MI)s participate in the National Resident Matching
Program (the Match Program), a private non-profit corporation founded
in 1953.1 The Match Program matches residents with teaching hospitals
based on surveys of participants' preferences. Around 16.000 U.S. medical
school graduates compete with roughly 18,000 independent applicants for
the approximately 24,000 residency positions." On Match Day, the third
Thursday in March, these results are announced publicly." The Match
Program was created to replace a hodge-podge of conflicting deadlines and
offers that "forced students to make rash decisions" before they heard back
from all the programs they had applied to.
Applicants for a residency are infoimed on the Monday before Match Day
whether they have been matched. 0 If not, they must scramble to find an
alternate progran by the next day, forgoing the typical research and thought
that would ordinarily accompany such a decision, even causing some
applicants to switch their specialty.21 The Match Program has also come
under criticism because some residents claim that participation prevents
them from bargaining over wages or hours.22
Ii. A Tradition and Culture of Long Hours
Before the ACGME proposals to shorten hours took effect. the traditional
resident wIork schcdulc imposed extraordinary dcmands. "[C]omplcting
all the tasks of a trainee routinely required 100 hours of xxork a xxeek or
more."23 A 1999 study found that 25% of residents reported that they
xxorked more than 80 hours per xxeek exven xxhen axveraged oxver the entire
2
xear.24 lypical xxork houis age from 60 to 136 houis per xxeek. 5
To attain those hours each xxeck, rcsidcnts must wxork long oxvenigoht shifts,
knoxxn as bcing "on-call." A study of residents just bcforc the AtCGME
guidelines took effect reported' "Most interns in our study routinely
xxorked more than 30 consec utixve hours. ... [T jhere xxere 275h reports
from interns xwho xworked more than 40 continuous hours. E xtrapolating
nationwide "suggests that physicians in training worked approximately
20,000 extended shilts that exceeded 40 consecutive hours while caring for
patients" in 2002-03.16

B. Long Hours Pose a Public Health Danger
Their work schedules push residents' bodies to their functional limits.
The dangers associated with excessive and long-teinn sleep deprivation
have long been known." In the context of patient care, the potential for
harn is extreme. Patients are at risk when they receive treatment from
sleep-deprived residents, who are more prone to make medical errors. 9
Furthermore, the residents themselves are at a much higher risk of hospital
and automobile accidents from chronic sleep loss. TIhese dangers raise the
issue of resident work hours to the level of a public health risk.
Regulations are common in other industries where sleep-loss brings public
risk. For instance, in 2002 Gaba and loward noted that "[tjhe levels of
continuous duty and work hours for health care personnel are much greater
than those allowed in the transportation and nuclear-power industries."31
The long hours required of residents harm the national healthcare system.
Kenneth Shine, a former president of the Institute of Medicine said, "We
have house officers working enormous hours. We would never do that it we
were designing a good system in terms of quality of care."" The problem
is widespread, as 70% of residents report having seen colleagues work
while impaired, most often due to lack of sleep." More than a simple labor
dispute, excessive resident hours demand public attention.
i. Residents' Sleep Deprivation is Dangerous for

Their Patients
As a result of their work schedules,. hospital residents are frequently
sleep-deprived, especially during overnight call shifts. Being awake for
extended periods of time impairs residents' efficacy. One study found that
psychomotor performance after being awake for 24 hours was equivalent to
performance with a blood alcohol level of 0.10%, higher than the legal limit
for driving a vehicle. 3 4 If alcohol were a problem in hospitals, the public
surely would not tolerate drunk doctoring. Sleep deprivation deserves the
same level of scrutiny.
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Under such circumstances, higher rates of error are
unavoidable. A study by the larvard Work Flours.
Health and Safety Group published in 2004 compared
"rates of serious medical errors made by interns while
they were working according to a traditional schedule
with extended (24 hours or more) work shifts every
other shift (an "every third night" call schedule) and
while they were working according to an intervention
schedule that eliminated extra work shifts and reduced
the number of hours worked per week."35 1he study
found that the traditional schedule led to a 35.900
increase in serious medical errors, "including 56.6%
more nonintercepted serious errors."36

C. Resistance to Changes in Resident

These problems are effectively addressed by reducing
the number of hours worked. In a parallel study,
the larvard group also found that residents on an
intervention schedule of less than 80 hours per week
slept more and "had less than half the rate of attentional
failures while working during on-call nights.""

Teaching hospitals view their residents as students
first and employees second,44 as reflected in their
salaries. IThe average starting pay rate for residents
is $43,266 per year.4 5 For those residents working
over 80 hours per week this totals less than $11 per
hour, meager compensation for a position requiring so
much work and responsibility, as well as a four-year
postgraduate degree.4 Moreover, the axverae medicaf
graduate carried a debt of $110,000 in 2003.1 Since
the prinmary purpose of residency is education, many
doctors believe that the long hours are justified by the
ability to watch patients' progress through the course
of a shift.Residents also reap "benefits resulting from
assuming total responsibility for one's patients."48

Sleep Deprivation Endangers the
Residents Themselves
ii.

Sleepy residents are not just more likely to commit
medical errors that harm their patients, they are
also more likely to harm themselves due to their
impairment. A study published in 2005 found that
sleep-deprived residents were at a significantly higher
risk for motor vehicle crashes when their schedule
included extended work shifts." These residents were
more than twice as likely to report a crash and nearly
six times as likely to report a near-miss after working
an extended shift than after working a shift of less than
24 hours. 9 In addition, "every extended work shift
that was scheduled in a month increased the monthly
risk of a motor vehicle crash by 9. 1% and increased
the monthly risk of a crash during the commute from
work bv 16.2%."40
Tired residents are also more likely to injure
themselves in the hospital. A 2006 study published
by the Journal of the
iAmerican Adfedical Association
examined the xxay in xwhich extended shiifts for
interns affect the odds of accidental needle sticks and
laceration injuries, finding that the most common
contributing factors wxere loss of concentration and
fatigue.41 infuieS of this type xxere 1.61 times more
firequent during extended shifts.42 Furthermore, the
stress of long hours can take an emotional toll. Dr.
Ludmerer observed that 'lo Iverwxoik and exhaustion
did perxverse things to caring indiv iduals xxho entered
medicine to serve . . .. Not surprisingly, stress-related
depression, emotional impairment, and alcohol and
substance abuse were well-documented phenomena
among house officers."43

Duty Hours
Despite the risks of long work hours, refonners confront
serious and nontrivial resistance from within the
graduate medical education conimnunity. Many doctors
believe in the virtues of long hours
that continuity
of care provides benefits to residents and their patients.
Other doctors point to the costs of reducing hours in
a system where all available employees are already
working at their limits.
ii.
Long

Hours Viewed as Essential to the

Educational Purpose of Residency

The residency is a unique time in a physician's career,
"fundamental in shaping the way a physician thinks,
works, and acts." 49 Doctors see themselves as being
servants to their patients' health above all else, so
they cannot control what hours they work. In that
vein, they view the residency as a time to learn under
particularly grueling conditions. Michael Sutherland.
a thoracic surgeon and Vice Chair of the American
College of Surgeons' Resident and Associate Society
commented. "I've always been taught that you should
train at a level harder than what you're expected to
do in private practice. It prepares you to work under
adverse conditions.",
Perhaps most importantly to many critics of regulation,
residents xxho xxork fexxer hours hayve less first-hand
experience xxhen their education is complete. They
argue that long hours bring educational benefits that
cannot be replaced: 'The long hours on duty haxve
come at a cost, but they haxve alloxxed trainees to lean
hoxx the disease process modifies patients' lives. Long
hours have also served to teach a central professional
lesson about personal responsibility to one's patients.
above and hey ond xxork schedules and personal
plans." Even the residents themselves may feel that
they are missing out on educational opportunities
when they work shorter hours.> Participants in one
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study on reduced resident hours acknowledged that their learning had been
compromised by the shorter work hours.
Some doctors express the opinion that medical professionalism can be
forged only in the flames of experience: "Linits on hours on call will disrupt
one of the ways we have taught young physicians [the] critical value" of
personal responsibility to patients.54 Without this understanding, many fear
the soul ofthe profession could be lost, "exchanging out sleep-deprived
healers for a cadre of wide-awake technicians."55' he idea of low pay, the
older doctor[si say, is to impress on the beginning doctor that his duty is to
patients, and not just to make money."-5
i.

Attitudes toward Long Hours

In addition to its educational benefits, many doctors look on the residency as
a sort of hazing ritual for young physicians. Residents put up with the long
hours to meet expectations, and their supervisors demand long hours almost
as a rite of passage. The Director of Residency at one teaching hospital also
recognized an attitude that, "Hey, we made it through. So should you."
After a 1975 strike in New York City yielded shorter weeks. one doctor
griped that "When I was a boy,. . we worked two out of three nights,
and now they're only working one night of three."" Those residents who
cannot cope with the pressures are often dismissed from their positions. 9
Nearlx all current doctors have passed through the residency program
with its traditional demands for long hours. The experience is frequently
described in military terms, "like basic training in the Army that toughens
up a soldier" 60One surgeon commented that the ACGME standards have
"made [residents] weak and inexperienced. Look at the military. They train
for war. They don't say, oh, this is training; let's only make them work 80
hours a week. You have to be sharp. You do it through practice."'61
iii.

onetary Costs of Restricted Work Hours

Reducing hours for residents is not simply a matter of imposing restrictions.
Hospitals must eitherhire additional support staffto perform tasks previously
done by residents or reduce their level of care. A 2002 study estimated that
compliance with the ACGME hours proposal would cost hospitals between
$1.4 billion and $1.8 billion each year in additional labor costs.6' leaching
hospitals with limited resources would have the most trouble making up for
work lost to restricted hours. Ingrid Philibert, Director ofField Activities
foriACGMl, noted that "iff an institution can't afford to replace a resident,
you may hurt patient care by reducing resident hours."'" The alternative
that hospitals tace is simply to ignore any new regulations.
Because graduate medical education is primarily concerned wxith patient
care, the "major source of support for residency and felloxwship programs
canme from patient care rexvenues."64 1This requires that residents must be, to
an extent. their oxxn support statt. performing "extraneous (duties ... stich
as draxxing blood and inserting intraxvenous lines. At a number of teaching
hospitals, it xxas estimated that house otticers spent roughly one-quarter of
their time at these actixvities."'" Labor-saxving technologies haxve benefited
hospitals, hut not residents, "foi telephone calls, scheduling choies,
dictations. and time spent charting increased exven as the time consumed by
manual procedures decreased.'"66
This tends to undercut arguments that the long hours are educationally
necessary. Dr. Ludmerer notes that "the amount of service actually required

for learning was tar less than that which hospitals typically extracted from
house officers. The tradition of the economic exploitation of house officers
persisted as hospitals continued to rely on trainees for an extraordinary
range and amount of ancillary responsibilities." t

III. Attempts at Regulation Lead to the
ACGME Guidelines
Even before 2003, several attempts were made to regulate resident work
hours. New York State acted first, implementing legislation in 1989 after
a high profile case found that resident error was a factor in a patient's
death. In the face of mounting evidence of the risks associated with sleep
deprivation, residents began to push for national changes. Eventually,
ACGMl implemented its own restrictions, obviating at least temporarily
the demand for federal legislation.

A. New York State is the First to Regulate
New York State passed the nation's first restrictions on resident duty hours
after a patient's death exposed the potential for sleep-deprived residents to
make avoidable medical errors.

i. The Libby Zion Case Brings Public Pressure to
Impose Regulations
In 1984, Libby Zion, an eighteen-year-old woman was admitted to New
York lospital with fever after having a tooth removed.6 iDuring the course
of an overnight stay. her condition worsened, and she died only hours after
arrival. 69 Amid controversy over her death, 1 ibby's father Sidney lion a
columnist for the New York Times and a tormer prosecutor, pressed for a
grand jury investigation to investigate the death.0
The grand jury did not return any indictments, but "criticized the residency
system for permitting patient fatigue resulting from long work hours and
lack of supervision in the emergency room."n Mr. Zion eventually filed
and won a malpractice suit against several of the doctors involved.7

ii The Bell Commission Proposes Standards for New York
In response to the publicity surrounding the Zion case, the State Health
Commissioner convened a commission to address excessive resident
hours. Ileaded by Dr. Bertrand Bell, a professor of medicine, the
commission was informally known as the Bell Comimission. When the Bell
Commission released its proposals, they included:
(1) an 80-hour xxork xxeek, axveraged oxver four xxeeks; (2) a 24-hour
limit per xxork shift: (3) eight hours betxveen xxork shifts, and (4) at least
one 24-hour period per wxeek not on call. Surgical residencies xxould
be' exempt from the 24-hour limit on wxork shifts under the tolloxingo
circumstances' (I) residents, xxhile on call at night, are generally resting
xxidh infrequent interruptions for patient care. (2) residents are on call
no less than exvery third night' (3) resident receixe rest periods of 16
hours alter on-call shift' and (4) iesidents may be reliexed of duty if
iatigued xwhile on call.74
The legislature enacted the Bell Comnmission's recommendations, xwhich
took effect on July 1, 1989" as part of the New York Health Code.6
Recognizing that the new regulations would require hospitals to hire
additional ancillary stalf. the legislature provided $200 million in funding.
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Penalties for noncompliance with the new law were
modest, however, at only $2,000 per citation.
ii. Later Reforms in New York State
Ihe years following enactment were marked by poor
compliance. A 1994 report found that "violations were
widespread and directly compromised patient care."
A follow-up report in 1997 claimed that "hospitals were
avoiding investigations by underreporting adverse
incidents."s After this second report, the Department
of Health made surprise visits to twelve hospitals and
found violations at all twelve.
Public x t 'ry rv
o
loudito icynoie in 1999
when a cardiology resident
was killed in an automobile
accident after a night on-

call." New York enacted
the Health Care ReformAct
of 2000 xwhich included
additional funding for
en-frcement and increased
fines for hospitals found
in violation. The State
may now issue fines of

with national efforts, "Ih]ospital officials decried this
demand as demonstrating a lack of professionalism
and a move toward a 'shift mentality.'"" In response
to the strike, Dr. S. David Pomrinse, a hospital medical
director, echoed the familiar concerns, describing
the long hours as "a way of building the stamina that
doctors must have."89
This era was brought to a close in 1976 with the
Ce dars Sinai lelical Center decision in which the
National Labor Relations Board (NLR o)
ruled that
residents are "primarily students,"90 not employees.
Therefore, they were "ineligible to engage in union
organization under the jurisdiction of the National
Labor Relations Act."9
In 1999, the NLRB revisited that ruling, and held
that residents had a dual role as both students and
employees, and that hospitals could not resist
organization because they considered residents to be
students. 92 This decision overruled Cedars-Sinai as
"erroneous."'93 In contrast to the earlier decision, the
NILRB no longer believes that "the fact that house staff
are also students warrants depriving them of collectivebargaining rights."94 Today, residents can and do form
unions in some places, though this practice is not
common.95

up to $50,000 for repeat

violations. IThe newx law,
howevesr, did not change the origialI Bel C1
ommission
iregulations8

BResidents' Labor Organization Efforts
In 2002, a coalition of iesidents took a different
approach to reduce dluty hours and filed a class-action
suit against the national medical organizations that
the Nantional Resint Matching Pr ogram
and othei medical institutions. They argued that the
Match Program monopolized the market for medical
residencies, presventinlg residents from bargaining for
their wxages or hours.8 " This xxas not the first attempt
for residents to gain bargainino rights, but it has been
the most significant action in recent years.
sponsor

i. Early Activism Seeks Collective
Bargainin Rights
The 1970s werc an era of student actixvism, and
medical residents xvere no exception. In protests
seeking collectixve bargaining rights, student aetisvists
"concentrated mainly on training concerns, particularly
levels of pay and hours of wxork. 6 IThe Commnittee of
Interns and Residents (CIR), formed in 1958. took the
"initial steps at unionization."8
Through a March 1975 strike in New York Cift.
CIR sought and won 80 hour work-weeks. Just as

ii. The Jung Case Alleges that the Match
Program Violates Antitrust Laws
Despite the recent NILRB reversal, residents still face
considerable difficulties when attempting to organize.
The complaint in Jung v Association of American
Mdedical Colleges stated that the defendants "contract,
combine, and conspire to restrain competition in the
recruitment, hiring, employment., and compensation
of resident physicians by regularly exchanging among
themselves competitively sensitive information
on resident compensation and other terms of
employment."96 Noting that the Match Program
assigned over 80% of hospital internships in 2000,1
the plaintiffs claimed that the Match Program
"eliminated competition for resident sersvices. "
allowxing hospitals to "exploit resident phy sicins
by ioutinely iequiiing 60 to 100 hours of work per
wxeelk, or more, often including 36-houi and 48-hour
shifts."' 9 Medical school graduates "sign binding
wsork agreements xwith residency programs the minute
they file their applications, before most hospitals base
announced the swages."o

iii. Congress an the Courts Side.Aainst
the Plaintiffs
After the district court denied the defendants' motion
to dismiss."" the case appeared to be headed to trial
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At the same time, Congress passed a law which contained findings that
describe the Match Program as a "highly efficient, pro-competitive and
long-standing process." Further, the law specifically exempted the Match
Program from antitrust regulation in an attempt to "derail" the pending
lawsuit. 103 This residency provision was passed as part of a broader bill
which offered relief to companies providing traditional pension plans. The
bill won bipartisan support and carried the residency provision into las.I04
This provision was attached to the pension bill without debate or hearings
in either house of Congress. The language was instead inserted while the
bill was in conference committee.iO When the bill was returned from the
conference committee. it quickly passed in the House of Representatives,
but the antitrust exemption drew debate on the floor of the Senate. Senators
Russ Feingold (D-WI), Jeff Bingaman (D-NM), and Herb Kohl (D-WI)
expressed their reservations about the antitrust exemption; however, they
eventually supported the bill because they supported the pension reforms.10
These senators protested the way the language had been inserted without
hearings, evidence, or debate. Furthermore, the relevant committee chairs
did not receive notice of the insertion. Finally, they suggested that the
underhanded nature of the proposal raised constitutional concerns because
the provision would have been enacted without due process of law. Senators
IFeingold and Bingaman both noted the relevance of the pending lawsuit.
They also suggested that the language of the exemption might not apply to
price-fixing, which had been alleged in the Jung case. In rebuttal, Senator
Judd Gregg (R-NH). who sat on the conference committee, claimed that the
new language would indeed apply to the pending case.i0
T-he provision was inserted "at the behest of" Senator 1Edxward Kennedy
(D-LAL) and Senator Gregg, and it was also supported by "the Association
of American Medical Colleges and other medical associations."108
Lobbying records for the AAMC and the American Hospital Association,
sponsors of the Match Program, reveal that they directly lobbied Congress
in support of the exemptions.9 Not only does this reveal the lengths to
which the graduate medical education community would go to prevent
outside influence over the Match Program and resident compensation, but
it also suggests that this community has a considerable level of influence
in Congress. IThis could make enacting more sweeping federal legislation
difficult, if not impossible., without their support.
In light of the new law, the Federal District Court sustained a motion for
judgment on the pleadings in favor of the defendants.i1 The judge addressed
and dismissed the concerns raised during the Senate debate. The plaintiffs
appealed this decision, but again lost at the appellate level.iii [inally, the
Supreme Court refused to hear their case in 2007," ending the legal battle
oxver the Match Progiam.
i,

No Likeix Relationship between the Match Progran i

Giv en the result of the case, the effect ot the Match Program on residents'
bargaining powxer 5was left uiianswsered. To address tlhe question of xxhether
the Match Program depresses wages, Niederle and Roth analyzed "similar
niarkets tor postgiaduate niedical tellowsships that operate swithi aiid wxithout a
match." Ti
Ihey foruid no relationship betwseen match progranis and sxages,
suggesting that "eliminating the resident match would not necessarily
increase residents' wages."ll 4 This implies that in order to be effective,
future organizing efforts should not focus on the Match Program.

C. Attempts at Federal Regulation
Residents have also made several attempts to convince the Federal
Government to regulate work hours. These efforts, so far, have been
unsuccessful.
i. Residents' Petition to OSHA
In 2002, the Public Citizen Health Research Group presented a petition to
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to recommend
that OSHA restrict and monitor resident hours.' "Signers of the petition
included: Public Citizen, a consumer and health advocacy group; the
Committee on Interns and Residents; a house staff union; the American
Medical Student Association; Dr. Bell [of New York's Bell Commission];
and Kingman Strohl, MD, director of the Sleep Disorders Research Center
at Case Westen University.""1
OSA rejected the petition and noted the regulatory sy stem already in place
in New York and the soon-to-be-implemented ACGME regulations. OSHA
deferred to these regulations, claiming that "the ACGME and other entities
are well-suited to address work-duty restrictions of medical residents and
fellows.""i]

ii. Proposed Legislation Ties Restriction to

Medicare Funding
The American Medical Student Association (AMSA) drafted the Patient
and Physician Safety and Protection Act to implement federal resident
hours regulation,
which was first introduced by Representative John
Cony ers (D-MI) in November 2001. Ihe legislation imposes regulations
on hospitals as a condition of participation in Medicare, ensuring the
broadest possible federal application. The proposed restrictions are similar
to restrictions enacted by New York State. Ihe Department of I-Health and
Human Services would track violations, which residents could report
anonymously. Reporting residents would have whistleblower protection
from retaliation. Hospitals that fail to comply with these provisions could
face fines up to $100,000 for each program in a 6-month period. Further,
these violations would be publicly disclosed. Congress would also provide
funding to help hospitals pay for changes necessary to comply with these
new provisions.i20

D. ACGME Self-Regulates
Under the threat of federal regulation, and with other states also considering
legislation, ACGME took action to regulate the graduate medical education
field. A spokeswxoman for ACGML expressed the viewx that "ACGML is
the best organization to desvelop duty hour regulations."i2 Di. Jeff Kempf,
Pediatric Program Director of Residency, recalled that 'There xxas great
conceerin that if the ACGMEF didi't act, therexwould probably be an act of
federal legislation," and hospitals wvanted to asoid govemnent regulation
and fusesm After ACGMF took action, the bills in Coingress died in
conimittee

The regulations imposed by ACGML wvere based on the Bell Commission
recomnimendations and included: a maximnum of 80 hours per week, averaged
over four weeks, with possible exemptions up to 88 hours per week; a
maximun of 24 hour per shift, with up to 6 additional hours for non-patient
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care duties such as paperwork and patient transfers; a
minimum of 10 hours between daily shifts; mandatory
24 consecutive hours off every week. averaged over
four weeks, and overnight on-call shifts no more than
every third night, averaged over four weeks.'

hour violation," New York University lospital had
been fined just $24,000.1' A tine this minimal does not
dissuade hospitals from overvorking their residents.
Hospitals do not incur any extra labor costs for
excessive hours because residents have a fixed salary.

ii. Methods of Enforcement

B. Shortcomings of the ACGME

ACGME monitors resident hours through survey s
sent to residents to complete anonymously. A hospital
in violation may be put on probation,124 but the only
meaningful punishment that ACGME may impress

Regulations

upon hospitals is to revoke accreditation. This drastic

penalty is excessively harsh, and has yet to be used.

IV. Shortcomings of Current
Regulation Plans
While the proposals of the Bell Commission shaped the
current regulatory system in New York and influenced
the ACIGME restrictions, there are still many areas
where the current regulations tall short of their goals.
A. Noncompliance in New York State
Compliance levels in New York were poor throughout
the 1990s.125 1oday, inspectors from the Island Peer
Review Organization (IPRO), on contract with the
New York State Departnent of Health (NYSDOII),
"conduct interviews with residents and other
appropriate hospital staff, observe resident working
conditions, and review medical records, operating
room logs and other documentation to determine each
hospital's compliance."126
Surveys of hospital compliance before and after the
implementation of the ACGME standards seem to
show significant improvements in compliance over
the last several years. In 2002, the NYSDOI reported
that of 82 teaching hospitals surveyed after November
2001, 54 were cited for resident hour violations. This
represents a 64% noncompliance rate.1 By 2005.
the NYSDOH reported a drastic change in the rate of
noncompliance, to just 12%.i1
The sudden change in compliance lexvels could be
an indirect result ot misreporting under the more
iecent ACGME standards. As residents and teaching
hospitals fear losing their accreditation, thex may be
far less likely to record resident xxork-hour xviolations.
One additional problem xxith the New York State
iegulations may be that, on their oxxn, they simply do
not proxvide enough of a deterrent against xviolations.
The Health Care Reform Yet ot 2000 incased fines
for teaching hospitals, but these fines are still not large
enough to be meaningful. For example. the NYSDOH
reported in 2002 that for a "recurring resident work

TFhe ACGME regulations face many of the same
difficulties with compliance as the regulations in New
York State. The problems of the ACGME regulations
are compounded, however, by one significant
difference: the penalty for noncompliance is revocation
of accreditation. This extreme penalty harms teaching
hospitals and their residents and creates perverse
incentives to cover up hour violations.
i. ACGME's Monitoring Efforts
ACGME does not monitor hours directly. "Because
most residents do not punch time clocks, hospital
administrators who employ them often have no
real-time knowledge of the hours their residents are
working. Responsibility for monitoring work hours
lays with the institutional- and program-level directors
of some 8,000 residency and fellowship programs
in about 750 hospitals across the nation."i 0As an
accrediting institution, it is unrealistic to expect
ACGME to establish a monitoring apparatus on par
with government regulation; instead, ACOME relies
on surveys and residents' reports of violations.
ii. The Harsh Penalty Leads to

Noncompliance and Underreporting
A study published in 2006 by the larvard Work lours,
Health and Saflety (roup found that noncompliance
was far higher than reported by ACGME.' "In the
year following implementation, 1,068 (83.6%) of
1,278 participating interns reported work hours that
were noncompliant with the ACGME standards
during at least one month."i Furthernmore, although
ACGME surveys residents anonymously, there are
no xxhistleblowxer protections for those residents that
do report their hospital's xviolations. Thus, residents
are reluctant to report xviolations for fear of personal
consequences.
ACGML's sole penalty of revoking accreditation
is disproportionate to the problem and actually
discourages reporting by residents. While accreditation
is tchnicually volunitary fur teaching lhospitals, it is
xvitally inmportant to nmedical education programs.
Those hospitals that lose their accreditation are
disqualified from receiving federal funds, which total
about $8 billion each year. Furthermore, residents
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from those programs cannot sit for their board certification exams." 'This
provides a strong disincentive for residents to report any hour violations
in their programs. Dr. Simon Ahtaridis, President of the Committee of
Interns and Residents, said that reporting hour violations makes residents
uncomfortable because they do not want to han their careers by risking
3
dis-accreditation.i4
iii. A

ME Does Not Provide Funding to Replace

Lost 'Work
Unlike the regulations in place in New York State and the proposed federal
legislation, ACGME provides no additional funding to "remove the burden
of non-educational activities from residents and medical students."'3 Due
to this shortfall, "[medical] students are sometimes being asked to perform
duties previously handled by residents during the clinical rotations that
usually make up the third year of medical school."" 'I This includes finishing
paperwork or clinical work for residents limited by ACGME's hour
limits. IThe medical students, in turn, are "reluctant to report being
overworked because of peer pressure and the fact they are graded
by their residents."l37 As with residents, some doctors resist the
idea of tougher restrictions on student work for fear that learning
opportunities might be lost.

C. Validation for Those Who Say Restrictions

Harm Education
inder a limited-hours regime, when residents are asked to perform the
satme tasks in less time xwithout any additional support staff, they must
either decrease their level of care or ignore the time restrictions. A study
released in 2006 found that 80% of responding residents reported exceeding
work-hour restrictions, with concern for patient care as the most important
factor.144 The study's authors concluded that "a significant number of
residents feel compelled to exceed work-hour regulations and report
those hours falsely."145 this result reflects and validates certain attitudes
against limiting resident hours. Robert 0. Carpenter, who was a resident at
Vanderbilt University Medical Center when the ACGME restrictions went
into effect, reported that "there were a lot of Iattending physicians] pressing
xyou to work the old way, just look the other direction and write down the
hours."146

iv. Case Study: The University of Iowa Hospitals

and Clinics
As a case study the author interviewed a student at the University
of lowa familiar with the residency program, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity.1 3The
University of lowa lospitals
and Clinics follow the ACGME regulations in their guidelines
for resident hours.14() The experience of this student, at least
anecdotally, confins that, while the residency program complies
with the regulations on paper, it does not embrace the spirit or goals
of the hour restrictions. This example is not intended to single out
the residency program at the University of Iowa, but is offered
merely to illustrate the problems faced by all teaching hospitals.
While most residents are limited by the ACGME standards to 80 hours per

week, some specialties receive an exemption of up to eight additional hours
per week. In this student's observation, surgical residents rarely work only
88 hours in a week.141 They are only asked to record hours worked when
they are directly involved in patient care, but do not include unavoidable
time such as down-time between surgeries or time for meals. Most residents
also anrive 30 to 60 minutes before their morning rounds to rev iewx their
patients' status, xwrite notes, and attend to other record keeping tasks. T hese
times are not counted towxard the wxork limit. Resident education programs
not related to direct patient care are supposed to be counted toxwards the
xxork houi limit. but are often left off.14
Residents report their oxxn hours online at least once per month. They can
report xwhatever hours they choose, but the trend is to underreport the actual
number of hours wxorked. Faculty members rev iexx the reports, and residents
are axxare that xxorking more than the hour limit reflects poorly on their
depaitment. They are also awxare that wxoiking too many hours could exen

Jeopardize the residency program if ACGMI imposed sanctions. Ihus
residents who work more than the limit tend to report only the maximum
number of hours, rather than their actual hours worked.143

Additionally,
residents
express sentiments that
their education has been
hanned by the new
restrictions. A studx of
resident surgeons found
that "Fitty-four percent
of respondents believed
that trauma education has
worsened and 45 percent
believed
that patient
care has worsened as a
result of the work-hour
restrictions."147Residents
after the regulations took
effect "showed a 400%
decrease in technically
procedures,
advanced
with a 44% increase in basic procedures."i8 Furthermore, resident surgeons
were only able to follow their patients' progress after surgery half as often as
they did before the time restrictions.149 Volume and practice are undeniably
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important in a doctor's education, and they appear to
have deteriorated under the work-hour restrictions. 1o
address these problems, educationally unnecessary
work should be delegated to support staff.

V Alternatives to ACGME's
Regulations
In the three years since ACGME's regulations took
effect. a number of other alternatives have been
proposed. Several states have considered legislation,
and federal legislation has been revived.

v L R ecommendations for
Improved Compliance
Although the dangers of long resident work hours
are clear, resistance to change remains strong.
Previous attempts at regulation have been met with
noncompliance, underreporting, and a sense that the
educational goals of residency were being undermined.
The proposed federal solutions are an improvement,
but they do not address the biggest issues: internal
resistance and the desire for professional selfdetennination. A successful regulation regime must
confront these problems.

A. States' Efforts Since ACGME
Puerto Rico passed legislation that took effect at the
same time as the ACGME regulations in 2 0 0 3 ."0
Several state legislatures have also proposed new
legislation over the past few years, though none have
passed into law.is All the proposals are similar, though
several include whistleblower protections and do not
allow residents to average hours over several weeks.152
The Delaware Senate considered one proposal in
2003.1'The New Jersey Assembly and Senate
proposed bills in 2004.154 The Massachusetts Senate
considered a bill in 2005,1 as did the Pennsylvania
General Assembly.'6 Although these state proposals
were not adopted, they reflect a growing dissatisfaction
with the ACGME standards and a growing desire for
outside regulation over resident hours.

B. Federal Legislation is Revived
Two years after the ACGME regulations took effect,
the Patient and Physician Safety and Protection Act
(the Act), drafted by the American Medical Student
Association, again appeared before Congress.
Representative John Conyers (D-MI) introduced the
Act in the House of Representatives on March 10,
2005, ' and Senator Jon Corzine (D-NJ) introduced the
Act in the Senate on June 23, 2 0 05.i5i Reintroduction
of the Act signified dissatislaction with the ACOME'
standards and represented the hope that the additional
pioxvisions of the federal legislation xxould proxve more
etfectixve. These proxvisions ineluded xwhistleblowser
protection, fmnes, and funding tot hospitals to hire
additional staff. Nexvertheless, the bill again died in
commirtee.
In 2006. Clark J. L ee proposed in the Journal o/
Healthi Law cnd Policy that the federal government
should impose regulation. lie further proposed that
the Department of Health and Human Senvices (HHS)
should haxve discretion to set wxork-hour limits. anld
suggested ways that HHS would implement and
monitor the regulations.

A. Professional Autonomy Supported by
Government Funds
One of the greatest shortcomings of the ACOME
regulations is that ACGME does not provide hospitals
with adequate funding to enable them to hire support
staff for replacing lost work performed by residents.
The federal government can provide this funding, but
the currently proposed legislation removes professional
autonomy. When faced with that prospect, the graduate
medical education community has fought to protect
itself from external influences: forestalling federal
legislation by implementing the ACGME regulations
and lobbying Congress for a law that protected the
Match Program. The paradox here is that in regulating
itselft the graduate medical community cannot provide
additional funds to replace lost hours. Thus, it must
resist its own regulations.
A compromise would allow an industry coalition to
establish resident hour standards set to any desired
level, keeping the creative energy behind regulation
within the field. With a condition of anonymous
reports and open reporting data, the government
could subsidize replacement staff while assuring
transparency. Furthermore,. the size of the subsidy for
hiring could depend upon how many additional staff
members would be required, creating an incentive for
hospitals to impose lower hour requirements. This
wxould eliminate the disincentixves that residents haxve
against reporting their aetual xxork hours. Openly
published xwork statistics could proxvide them vsith sonie
of the hargaiining powter lost to the Mxatcli Prograui.
With additionsal fiunding available, the graduate
medical edueation community xxould be free to
reshape resideney programns to better aeeomplish its
eduicational goals wxithin the constraint of fexver duty
hours. Paperwxork and support tasks eould be delegated
to newx hires, wh ile residents could eoncentrate their
time on valuable hands-on experience.
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i Hospitals Have Accepted Similar Arrangements
20-

in the Past
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Although hospitals fiercely defend their autonomy,16 Congress has
successfully regulated other aspects of graduate medical education in the
past. In the 1960s, "federal appropriations for medical schools began to
come with strings attached."161 Congress used so-called "capitation" grants
to entice medical schools to increase their enrollment, causing "considerable
consternation."1 loWever "the lure of funds that could be used in an
unrestricted fashion was too great. No school turned down the opportunity,
whatever misgivings about enlarging class size it may have had."' In the
1970s, the grants were expanded "to modify the geographic and specialty
distribution of physicians."l64
In this example, we find a model that could be adapted to the problem of
resident duty hours. Congress could provide unrestricted funds, set at or
above the level required to hire additional support stafl These funds would
be provided to schools that limit resident hours, however, participation in
the government grants would be voluntary. Unlike current proposals, this
plan would not punish hospitals that choose not to participate; instead it
would offer an incentive that hospitals would find hard to resist.
B. An Alternative Enforcement Role for ACGME
The current AC(GMl regulations are detrimental because the penalty of
dis-accreditation creates incentives to violate the rules it is supposed to
enforce. A new regulatory scheme could still have a place for ACGME. but
the conditions for dis-accreditation would have to be structural, reinforcing
an external regulatory framework. ACGME might sanction only those
hospitals that do not participate in any outside regulation program.
Alternatively, ACGME could retain more control over the process by
sanctioning those hospitals that. for example, do not publicize their work
hour data or offer whistleblower protections.

The problem of extensise mcdieal resident hours is serious. Sleepy and
oV erxwlorked residents pose a risk to themselxves and their patients. IThis
problem cannot and should not be sxxept under a rug.
The proposals presented here are ust one potential sway to address this
issue. The critical point to note. howseer, is that institutional resistance
undermine refonns that do not reinforce educational goals. Any further
attempts at regulation flmust recognize that restrietions cannot simply be
imposed on this industry. Reoulations must respeet the profession, and
regulators must find a xay to dovetail their interests with the educational
purpose of resideney programs. Only then wxill regulators oxvercome stiff
resistance, and only then will Ameriea's resident physicians be able to meet
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the demands ot theii protession open and honestly. with time left toi a good
night's sleep.
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